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Cooperation
#OMMUNICATION
Fair Play
Leadership
4EAMWORK� #���	�

h3TUDENTS�WILL�)DENTIFY�AND�DEMONSTRATE�
positive behaviours that show respect 
for self and others” Physical Education 
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning, 
2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�ENCOURAGE�CLASSMATES�

and use respectful language to 
communicate their ideas

s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�RESPECT�
the environment and 
equipment as they 
complete the scavenger 
hunt

CARDINAL DIRECTION 
EXPLORERS
/RIENT�STUDENTS�TO�THE�FOUR�
cardinal directions in the 
school yard. Arrange students 
in a group where each has a partner beside them and enough room to run safely 
IN�ALL�DIRECTIONS��%XPLAIN�THAT�THIS�ACTIVITY�IS�SIMILAR�TO�THE�/RIENTATION�2OTATION�FROM�
lesson 2, except that explorers hold hands, or link arms with their partners and run in 
THE�DIRECTION�CALLED�BY�THE�LEADER��)NTERSPERSE�THE�EXPLORER�ACTIVITIES�FROM�/RIENTATION�
Rotation (refer to lesson 2), and pause to ask students to invent some new explorer 
actions and incorporate them into the game.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
OUTDOOR�ACTIVITIES�SEE�PAGES������IN�h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�
!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�
2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Warm It Up

Lesson 3 of 6

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

Orienteering
EQUIPMENT
scavenger hunt question sheet 
(pre-prepared) » clipboards 
(one per team) » pencils

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 4EACHING�/RIENTEERING��3ECOND�%DITION�

�,2#��������	��#��-C.EILL�ET�AL��������
www.lrc.education.gov.ab.ca
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SCAVENGER HUNT
A scavenger hunt is an activity in which 
teams look for specific items, or perform 
TASKS�PROVIDED�IN�A�LIST��)N�THIS�VERSION��
the goal is for students to achieve the 
highest score within a given time frame 
by completing tasks and answering questions. Prepare a list of the questions and tasks to be 
completed prior to the class. Tasks should increase in difficulty in correlation to the grade level 
and should be linked to other curricular areas. Sample questions could include; count the number 
of doors on the school, how many cars are in the staff parking lot, what company manufactured 
THE�PLAYGROUND�SLIDE��3AMPLE�TASKS�COULD�INCLUDE��RUN�TO�THE�NORTH�GOAL�POST�AND�BACK��MOVE�OVER�
the playground equipment from one side to the other without touching the sand, count how many 
PUSHUPS�YOUR�TEAM�CAN�DO��)F�YOU�CHOOSE�TO�ASSIGN�POINTS�FOR�EACH�TASK�OR�QUESTION��CONSIDER�THE�
level of difficulty and scale accordingly. This way, teams have to make choices about which tasks 
or questions to complete and in what order to achieve maximum points.
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students when planning learning opportunities 
AND�INCORPORATE�VARIATIONS�AS�NEEDED�TO�ENSURE�LEARNING�AND�SUCCESS�FOR�ALL��$ISTRIBUTE�PENCILS��
QUESTION�SHEETS�AND�CLIPBOARDS�TO�EACH�TEAM�OF����STUDENTS��AN�ELASTIC�PLACED�ON�TOP�OF�THE�
page at the bottom of the clipboard will stop the sheet from blowing around). Before starting the 
scavenger hunt, review each task or question briefly and address any concerns or safety issues. 
Remind students that none of the clues are off school grounds and they do not need to enter any 
DANGEROUS�AREAS�TO�COMPLETE�THE�SCAVENGER�HUNT��)DENTIFY�THE�NUMBER�OF�MINUTES�TEAMS�HAVE�TO�
gather as many points as possible and establish a signal; e.g., three loud whistle blows, to indicate 
THE�START�AND�END�OF�THE�SCAVENGER�HUNT��#HALLENGE�STUDENTS�TO�BE�RESPECTFUL�OF�THEIR�CLASSMATES�
and the environment while completing the scavenger hunt. A variation for grade 6 could be to do 
a digital photo scavenger hunt.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations 
WHEN�PLANNING�ORIENTEERING�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGE����IN�
h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv�
!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Whoop It Up

RELAXATION EXERCISE & 
DISCUSSION
When all explorers have returned, 
instruct them to lay down on the 
grass (or in the gym if the ground is 
wet). Explain that they have earned 
some relaxation by respecting 
each other and the environment! 
Lead students through a simple 
relaxation exercise; e.g., breathe 
deeply and smoothly and allow 
the whole body to totally relax 
and sink into the ground, and ask 
students to share examples of how 
someone else showed them or the 
environment respect during the 
scavenger hunt.

Wrap It Up


